ROUND MAGNETIC CATCH

FEATURES:
• compact catch for small door applications
• fully concealed in the closed position
• install fast and easy
• magnet body encased in brown plastic
• strike disc attaches with a single screw that produces door gap of 1/16" if surface mounted

APPLICATION:
A cylindrical magnetic catch that fits into a bored hole in the side of cabinet or fixed shelf.

SPECIFICATIONS:

INSTALLATION:
1. Determine location where catch is to be installed. If single catch is used, install near center height of door close to the door pull. Mark center of location on cabinet side and inner side of door.
2. Bore pilot hole in edge of cabinet to specifications listed. Tap magnetic cylinder into hole with plastic faced hammer (friction fit).
3. Drill pilot hole for strike on inside face of door in line with magnet. Attach strike to door with screw.
Note: when surface mounted, strike leaves a gap of 1/16"